
near  mr. Pritchard, 	 7/4/85 

This differes from what I sent you earlier for your FOIA committee in focus, 
form, to a degree content and because in refusing to pay the crooked judgement 
obtained I believe I prove by fraud I can be jailed. However, the evil precedent 
could be the end of FOIA for practical purposes, so I feel that despite my age, 
impaired health and other limitations, L  unst persist. 

If you do recall what I sent earlier, the jeopardy to FOIA ancl  other lawyers 
has been nlinanAted on remand. 

Based on experience I have no reason to expect any attention to this, official 
mendacity has become that acceptable to the press. However, if you take the time 
to read the motion I'll enclose, I think you'll see that the new evidence I use 
in the Motion under Rule 60B leaves it without reasonable question that the FBI and 
AT did perpetrate a fraud, did misrepresent and employed knowing and deliberate 
perjury. The supervisor in my c mho swore to smother of material falsehood91  
incluIi  ng  that the withheld material did not exist, was simultaneously disclosing 
it to a friend from whom 1  obtained it. 

If the judge does not grant IV motion, and he has never been other than an 
FBI rubber stamp*  I've asserted that I have a conatitutional right to a trial. 
have no reason to believe that he uses the constitationx I studied in school. 

However, if they have to come to Maryland to collect, then maybe it can get 
a little sticky for them because I an reasonably certain that this would require 
some kind of proceeding and if you read what I enclose I thinkyoell agree that 
neither the judge nor the government will want that. 

This is not the usual situation because I am not a defendant. I'm the 
plaintiff. At least to now! 

The judge and FBI have been notified that I'm filing this motion. I'll ma-11  
this to you when my wife ha retyped  what I've written and I mail copies to the 
court and FBI counsel. 

I have, as it happen, until 3nati1le 154Y. 
If you know anyone who might be interested, I'll be end to send =pica. 

Sinmrcly, 


